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Aligner Essentials
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Aligner Cases

Chewies

Aligner Removers

700-650

700-640

Mint Scented
Green (10pairs)

Bubblegum Scented
Pink (10pairs)

Unscented
White (10pairs)

700-660 700-661 700-662

Contoured hook style end inserts under the
aligner for easy removal. Individually packaged.

12 multi-color removes per pack.

Our ultra slim aligner cases feature a magnetic
closure. Three attractive colors (black, silver, white)

with removable silicone inserts to easily clean.

Aligner chewies help seat aligners to work properly and
feel more comfortable to the patient. Available in mint

scented, bubblegum scented, or unscented.

10 individual packs of 2 in one master bag.

Assorted pack of 12 includes 4 of each



Coarse

Separating abrasive strips are used to reduce or contour the shape of the
interproximal areas of the teeth. Each surgical grade stainless steel strip is
electronically bonded with a durable diamond abrasive to resist stretching,

breaking, or corrosion. Strips are .003" thick. Very flexible and tear resistant.

10 per pack

SIZE FINE MEDIUM COURSE DOUBLE SIDED

MEDIUM

4 mm 700-510 700-511 700-512 700-513

6 mm 700-514 700-515 700-516 700-517

8 mm 700-518 700-519 700-520

Separating Abrasive Strips

Separating Abrasive Handle

#700-509
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Rhodium coating provides the sharpest,
brightest images to the smallest detail. #5

24MM Cone socket – Front surface design.

Rodium Coated Dental Mirror

Beck Scissors - Curved

A.J Wilcock Australian

#800-051

#800-170 #800-171

#229-408

#800-052

Light model cuts aligner materials, bands, crowns, and fine
wire. Heavy model also cuts aligner materials, bands,

crowns, and heavier wire.

Light Scissor Curved Heavy Scissor Curved

0.0
22”

A.J. Wilcock stainless steel wire offers superior
hardness and tensile strength for a multitude of

applications where exceptional resiliency is desired.
.022 special + grade, 25 ft.

4 per pack
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Flexible Silicone
Photo Contrastor

Photo Glass Mirrors

Occlusal

Photo Contrastor Kit (Set of 3)

Anterior Buccal Lingual

Enhance your intra oral photographs by blackening out
the background. Using contrastors makes the image more
presentable to patients, lectures, and publications. Flexible

silicone coating is comfortable for the patient and
autoclavable.

#801-041 #801-042 #801-043

#801-053 #801-054

#801-050 #801-051

#801-052

#801-040

PALATAL- ADULT

PALATAL CHILD -
TEENPALATAL CHILD

These photographic mirrors offer the finest possible
color and image transfer. They are manufactured of

1/8” float glass for distortion-free surface and
double-side coated with chromium for maximum

reflective qualities. Compatible with autoclave
sterilization. Do not place into an ultrasonic unit.

BUCCAL LINGUAL

PALATAL CHILD PALATAL CHILD-TEEN

PALATAL ADULT
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MOVEMINTS
Clear Aligner Mints

Movemints helps you enjoy the journey and find
relief from the traditional challenges that impact
your progress. With the mint that fits, you’ll love

fresh breath, better hydration, and more comfort –
all adding up to delicious progress.

#700-619
100 pk

New Super Chain

Color Chain Chain Chain

Silver #300-001 #300-002 #300-003

Clear #300-004 #300-005 #300-006

Pearl #300-011 #300-021 #300-031

Black #300-012 #300-022 #300-032

Royal Blue #300-013 #300-023 #300-033

Ruby Red #300-014 #300-024 #300-034

Kelly Green #300-015 #300-025 #300-035

Grape #300-016 #300-026 #300-036

Bubblegum #300-017 #300-027 #300-037

Aqua Blue #300-018 #300-028 #300-038

(continuous)(short) (long)



Auxiliaries & Attachments

#270-218

#270-219

#270-217

#430-019 Right

#430-020 Left

Direct Bond Coil Eyelet

Crimpable Curved Multi Hook
(10 pack)

Crimpable Surgical Slide on
Hook - .021 X .025 (10 pack)

Bondable Double T Hook
(10 pack)

Bondable closed coil with
contoured base.

The surgical slide on ball hook crimps to
any rectangular wire up to .021” x .025” the
ultimate hook crimping plier 800-083N is

designed to place and crimp securely.
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Patient Kits
Plastic zip pouch with essential oral care products. Disposable

Toothbrush,Travel Toothbrush, Dental Floss, Sand Timer,
Disposable Mirror, Interdental Brush, Floss Threaders, Patient

Relief Wax.

Multi color Assortment
Purple, Green, Red, Orange

#700-209

(10 pack)

(10 per pack)



Scan the QR code to get started
with OrthoArch today!

QUALITY ORTHODONTIC
SUPPLIES & INSTRUMENTS


